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PREFACE
This volume contains, the Final Report for the International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) Observatory Operations contract,
NAS5-28787. The report summarizes the activities of the IUE
Observatory over .the 13-month period from November 1935 through
November 1986 and is arranged in sections according to the
functions specified in the Statement of Work (SOW) of the
contract. In order to preserve "numerical correspondence between
the technical SOW elements specified by the contract and the
sections of this report, project management activities (SOW
element 0.0) are reported here in Section 7, following the
reports of technical SOW elements 1.0 through 6.0. Routine
activities have been summarized briefly whenever possible;
statistical compilations, reports, and more lengthy supplementary
material are contained in the Appendices.
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INTRODUCTION
The fundamental operational objective of the International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) program is to translate competitively
selected observing programs into IUE observations, to reduce
these observations into meaningful scientific data, and then to
present these data to the Guest Observer in a form amenable to
the pursuit of scientific research. The IUE Observatory is key
to this objective since it is the central control and support
facility for all science operations functions within the IUE
Project.
In carrying out the operation of this facility, CSC
coordinated and provided a number of complex functions beginning
with telescope scheduling and operation, proceeding to data
processing, and ending with data distribution and scientific data
analysis. In support of these critical-path functions, a number
Of other significant activities were also provided, including
scientific instrument calibration, systems analysis, and software
support.
The contract period was from November 1, 1985 to November 29,
1986. The work performed constitutes the ongoing activities
of the IUE Observatory and is expected to be continued under the
follow-on IUE Observatory Operation contract NAS5-29375.
SECTION 1 - IUE DATA MANAGEMENT CENTER OPERATIONS
The IUE Data Management Center (DMC) managed, monitored, and
distributed the scientific output products of the IUE
astronomical observatory and provided support for the IUE
proposal review process. The DMC also provided user support in
the form of Guest Observer travel reimbursement, and travel,
logistical, and technical support for meetings of IUE advisory
groups. Through the IUE Hardcopy Facility (HCF) it provided the
management, production, and quality control functions required
for the creation of the IUE scientific film products.
1.1 MANAGEMENT
The DMC, HCF, and user-support task leaders and technical
supervisors established and implemented formal and informal
interface channels and procedures to ensure efficient and
effective working relationships and overall ^coordination of
effort relating to the data management element of the SOW. This
included the creation and distribution of the weekly data status
graphs and tables and regular attendance by the CSC IUE Deputy
Project Manager or his representative at the weekly NASA/CSC IUE
Project meetings. Additional reports and meetings were
accommodated on an as-needed basis.
1.2 DATA PRODU.CTS
A compilation of IUE data production statistics is contained in
Appendix A.
IUE data tapes were received, entered into the appropriate log
books, and distributed to their assigned areas. Quick-look (raw
image), processed-image, and VILSPA-image photowrite film
products were generated in a coordinated fashion using Photowrite
Systems 2 or 3. Photowrite contact prints were generated using
the Miller-Holzwarth printing equipment.
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CalComp plots were logged in and distributed after plotting and
quality control checking were performed by image processing
support personnel. Magnetic tapes and corresponding listings
containing the standard IUE Observatory logs were generated and
distributed according to an approved milestone schedule.
Photowrite film prints were mounted in viewgraph frames, labeled,
and, when releasable, placed in the Observatory Browse File.
Ten volumes of the IUE observing scripts were photocopied, sent
for microfiching, and indexed.
1.3 DATA BASE
Daily entry and quality control of observation information, image
processing information, and product completion dates were
performed. These data were merged into the IUE data base twice
a week. MARK IV reports using the IUE data base were generated
for use by CSC and GSFC personnel.
1.4 DATA'DISTRIBUTION
Packages containing GO. data products were shipped weekly.
Archive tapes, photowrite film sheets, and MARK IV listings were
staged and delivered to NSSDC. Completed observatory log
products were sent to ESA and SERC, and copies of the standard
GSFC PHCAL data products were sent to the ESA Observatory
Controller. Boxes of tapes were sent to, or recalled from,
storage at the WNRC as necessary.
1.5 MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLIES
The observatory petty cash fund was used to obtain GSFC-
authorized supplies for the IUE Observatory. Scheduled
preventive maintenance and nonscheduled remedial maintenance
support was provided for the two Photowrite systems, the contact
printing equipment, the photolab hardware systems, and the
Lektriever Browse File equipment. As necessary, photowrite
system software recommendations were coordinated with other
operational areas of the observatory.
1.6 USSR SUPPORT
Travel support for limited numbers of authorized Guest Observers
was provided. Travel support for the IUE Users' Committee, Peer
Review panel, and Long-Range Planning Committee members was
provided, as was meeting support for the IUE Users' Committee
meetings, IUE Three-Agency meetings, IUE Long-Range Planning
Committee meetings, and IUE Peer Review meetings held at GSFC.
For the Users' Committee and Three-Agency meetings, technical
meeting records were compiled and published, and for the IUE Peer
review meetings, clerical support was provided. In support of
the Peer Review process, the computerized data base of proposers
was maintained, with updates added at each new observng
episode. MARK IV reports using this data base were generated for
use by project personnel. Statistical reports summarizing
institutional and principal investigator involvement with IUE by
episode are contained in Appendices B and C.
1.7 IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-RANGE PLANS
The DMC supported the implementation of new capabilities and
operational and procedural changes developed under the Long-Range
Planning effort (Section 6) as they applied to DMC activities.
SECTION 2 - SI CALIBRATION 'AND SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
The SI Calibration and Systems Analysis (C&SA) group provided
support in the calibration of, development of control procedures
for, and analysis of, the scientific instruments on board the
IUE. It also provided IUE experience in science operations, data
analysis, software development, and hardware support to the
design, operation, and analysis of current and future space
astronomy missions.
2.1 MANAGEMENT
The task leaders and technical supervisors established and
implemented formal and informal interface channels and procedures
to ensure efficient and effective working relationships and
overall coordination of effort relating to the calibration and
systems analysis element of the SOW. This included the regular
attendance by the CSC IUE Deputy Project Manager or his
representative at the weekly NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings and
participation by technical personnel in IUE Three-Agency
meetings, Calibration Coordination Committee meetings, and IUE
Users' Committee meetings.
2.2 SI CALIBRATION
Observations were planned, conducted, and analyzed to perform the
photometric calibration of the scientific instrument. These
included data for obtaining new absolute calibrations and spectra
for monitoring the sensitivities and absolute calibrations of all
three operational cameras (SWP, LWR, LWP). Observations were
also planned, conducted, and analyzed to perform the calibrations
relating to wavelength determination and target acquisition.
Data bases on the variation of dispersion constants, on records
of wavelength calibration data products, and on maneuvering,
maneuver errors, and telescope focus were updated and maintained.
2.3 SCIENCE OPERATIONS CONTROL PROCEDURES SUPPORT
Support was provided for the procedures for control and
calibration of the IUE -telescope, spectrographs, cameras, and
FES. Continuing efforts were made to identify areas of possible
improvement to enhance efficiency and reliability. Continuing
support was provided for the maintenance, analysis, and
enhancement of the scientific data handling system and the EDS,
including the identification of the existence and impact of
system software deficiencies.
2.4 SYSTEMS ANALYSES
Records of maneuvers and monthly analysis of maneuver errors were
provided. Gyro scale factors were redetermined as necessary.
Task personnel developed test plans to analyze S/C maneuvering
and guidance accuracy following modifications to the two-gyro
plus FSS flight software. Test results were analyzed and the
impact or improvement in telescope pointing and slewing accuracy
determined. These tests provided important data for the first
stages of the one-gyro system development.
The performance of the components of the scientific instrument
(telescope, FES, spectrographs, and cameras) was analyzed.
Statistics on daily peak radiation levels were compiled..
Scientific analyses of data and operations were provided as
appropriate. Support was provided to ongoing and future space
astronomy experiments through IUE experience in spacecraft
operations, data analysis, and software and hardware
development. Specific areas supported include UIT
software/hardware development, FUSE/LYMAN ground-system
requirements analysis, gamma-ray astronomy mission planning and
data analysis, and infrared-source cataloging.
2.5 SI CALIBRATION AND SYSTEMS ANALYSES SOFTWARE
Support was provided for developing and maintaining the software
required for SI calibration and systems analysis.
2.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-RANGE PLANS
The SI C&SA group supported the implementation of new
capabilities and operational and procedural changes developed
under the Long-Range Planning Effort (Section 6) as they'applied
to SI C&SA activities.
SECTION 3 - TELESCOPE SCHEDULING AND OPERATIONS
The Telescope Scheduling and Operations (TS&O) group provided the
planning and scheduling of IUE observations and the operation of:
the IUE scientific instrument in support of Guest Observer
science programs. It also provided expert technical advice to
the IUE project in the analysis of the feasibility of Guest
Observer proposals and special requests.
3.1 MANAGEMENT
The task leader and technical supervisor established and
implemented formal and informal interface channels and procedures
to ensure efficient and effective working relationships and
overall coordination of efforts relating to the telescope
scheduling and operation element of the SOW. This included the
regular attendance by the CSC IUE Deputy Project Manager or his
representative at the weekly NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings and
participation by technical personnel in IUE Three-Agency
meetings, IUE Users' Committee meetings, and meetings with the
GSFC IUE Project Operations Director and with Operations Control
Center personnel. Additional reports and meetings were
accommodated on an as-needed basis.
3.2 TELESCOPE SCHEDULING
Extensive pre-visit planning and consultation with Guest
Observers was provided in order to develop efficient telescope-
time schedules. This activity became increasingly more difficult
as spacecraft constraints became tighter and observing programs
more complex. Te-lescope-time schedules, once generated, were
distributed and updated as necessary. Target lists were
maintained, and skymaps and Prelanned Operation Tapes were
prepared regularly in support of the planning activities.
3.3 TELESCOPE OPERATIONS
The TOC was operated by Resident Astronomers and Telescope
Operators in support of Guest Observer programs, discretionary
time programs, and calibration, maintenance, and engineering test
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programs. As necessary, the scientific instrument was operated
during VILSPA shifts which ESA was unable to support due to
contingency situations. This included 8 days during September
1986 when the VHF command antenna at VILSPA was being overhauled.
Continuing efforts were provided to assist Guest Observers in
interpreting their data by explaining the details of. the
spacecraft instrumentation and data analysis procedures.
Technical feasibility reviews were provided to the IUE Project
for all observing and archival research proposals, including the
many hundreds received in response to the annual announcements of
opportunity and the discretionary time proposals received at
other times. Additional reviews were provided as special
circumstances arose, due to more restrictive power-negative
operations and LWR camera use.
Continuing efforts were made to minimize time losses to science
operations and to upgrade telescope operations.- New observing
techniques and operational procedures were developed to
circumvent changed S/C performance characteristics of the two-
gyro plus FSS control system. Observing efficiency with the two-
gyro plus FSS'control system is virtually identical to that of
the former three-gyro system.
•
Support was provided for developing and maintaining the software
required for operations analysis and planning.
Task personnel worked closely with OCC staff to effect a smooth
transition of normal operational support to the Wallops Island,
Virginia, tracking station.
A statistical summary of IUE science observation efficiency is
contained in Appendix D.
3.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
Quality assurance and verification were provided for all TOC
records and logs, including observing schedules, observing
scripts, manual entries to image header records, maneuver
records, handover records, observing logs, and other critical
information items.
3.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-RANGE PLANS
The TS&O group supported the implementation of new capabilities
and operational and procedural changes developed under the Long-
Range Planning effort (Section 6) as they applied to TS&O
activities.
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SECTION 4 - IMAGE PROCESSING AND SOFTWARE SUPPORT
The Image Processing and Software Support (IP&SS) group operated
the IDE Image Processing Control Center and provided maintenance,
enhancement, and configuration control for IUE Observatory
software including the IUE Spectral Image Processing System, the
IUE Automated Information Management System, and the IUE
Observatory Scheduling Software. It also provided scientific
analysis, image-processing related support to Guest Observers,
and coordination of data exchange among the NASA, ESA, and SERC
IUE Projects and the NSSDC.
4.1 MANAGEMENT
The task leaders and technical supervisors established and
implemented formal and informal interface channels and procedures
to ensure efficient and effective working relationships and
overall coordination of efforts relating to the image processing
and software support element of the SOW. This included the
regular attendance by the CSC IUE Deputy Manager or his
representative at the weekly NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings and
participation by technical personnel in IUE Three-Agency meetings
and IUE Users' Committee meetings. Additional reports and
meetings were accommodated on an as-needed basis.
4.2 IMAGE PROCESSING
The Image Processing Center was operated to provide routine
production processing of current IUE images, approved archival-
image reprocessing, reprocessing of images affected by
operational problems, and special tests for IPC and other
observatory areas.
Routine quality assurance operations were performed on all image
processing output products, including CalComp plots, Guest
Observer and archive tapes, and all hand-kept records within the
IPC. The impact of approved observing programs on image
processing activities was assessed as necessary, and priority
processing was coordinated as appropriate.
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4.3 SOFTWARE SUPPORT
Maintenance, enhancement, and change control were provided Cor
the IUESIPS software, the IUE Observatory scheduling software,
and the IUEAIMS software, and general software support was
provided to other areas of the observatory as needed. An
electronic mail link using the BITNET network was established
between GSFC and VILSPA and between-GSFC and SERC. New software
was written to format a new version of the VILSPA data bank into
a data base compatible with IUEAIMS. The NASA IUE Newsletter
mailing list was transferred to the GSFC mailroom's Automated
Addressing System. Extensive interfaces were maintained with ESA
and SERC to support data exchange activities.
4.4 GUEST OBSERVER SUPPORT
Guest Observer support was provided through the preparation and
distribution of documentation describing image processing
software and standard procedures, consultation with'Guest
Observers, and special processing services as approved by GSFC.
4.5 ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT; ENHANCEMENT STUDIES
Scientific analysis of IUE data and the development of new
techniques designed to improve the usefulness of reduced data
were provided. Specific areas of accomplishment include the
further development of ITF analysis techniques, advances in
understanding reseau motion and spectral format registration
errors, and progress toward the correction of high-dispersion
order overlap. Interfaces with other areas of the IUE
Observatory and with VILSPA were maintained and utilized to
coordinate activities.
4.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-RANGE PLANS
The IP&SS group supported the implementation of new capabilities
and operational and procedural changes developed under the Long-
Range Planning effort (Section 6) as they applied to IP&SS
activities. In particular, significant effort was devoted to the
development and specification of requirements for relocating IPC
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functions from the Sigma-9 computer to a VAX 8300 computer. The
document International Ultraviolet Explorer Advanced Spectral
Image Processing System Requirements Specification was completed,
and work on the preliminary design of the new system, based on
the established requirements, was initiated.
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SECTION 5 - GSFC REGIONAL DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY SUPPORT
The Regional Data Analysis Facility (RDAF) was operated to
provide IDE users ready access to reliable, uniform software and
procedures for analyzing IUE data. The RDAF group provided usec
assistance and consultation, software maintenance, analysis and
software development, and hardware maintenance support.
5.1 MANAGEMENT
The task leader and technical supervisor established and
implemented formal and informal interface channels and procedures
to ensure efficient and effective working relationships and
overall coordination of efforts relating to the RDAF element of
the SOW. This included the regular attendance by the CSC IUE
Deputy Project Manager or his representative at the .weekly
NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings and participation by technical
personnel in IUE Users' Committee meetings. Additional reports
and meetings were accommodated on an as-needed basis..
5.2 OPERATIONS
Normal scheduling of users was provided on a continuing basis as
requests were received, with careful coordination of the
visitors' schedules and need for terminal time, disk storage
space, tape input/output, instruction and advice. User support
in the form of training, supervision, advice, scientific
consultation, software development, and data input/output
operations was provided to close to 120 different users,
involving more than 180 visits by non-local scientists. More
than 3,000 spectral files were retrieved from the Condensed Data
Archives for RDAF users. An additional 3000 extracted spectral
files on magnetic tape were sent to astronomers on request, a new
capability developed during this contract period. Special
assistance was provided to several long-term visitors, and
support for remote usage was provided. The remote mode has been
used successfully by a number of users.
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5.3 SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE
Maintenance and change control of RDAF software and data bases
were provided according to established procedures involving the
RDAF User Problem Reports, Software Modification Reports, and
Software Review Meetings. These activities encompassed user-
generated software, facility-generated software, software~
provided by the RDAF at the University oF Colorado, and access to
the IUE Condensed Data Archives and merged log. Data bases
supported include the IUE Merged Log, the IUE Standard-Star
Catalog, the GSFC Catalog of IUE Fluxes, the Kurucz flux models,
the IUESIPS configuration control entries, an IUE data analysis
reference list, and various IUE calibration tables.
5.4 ANALYSIS AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Analysis and development of new software, procedures, and data
bases to extend the capabilities of the RDAF were provided by the
RDAF staff. This included the installation of about 16 new
procedures, 62 improved procedures, and 43 additional procedures
modified to run under a new version of IDL. A new version of IDL
was installed which permits use of double-precision computations
and several new capabilities. The new IUE Reference Data Base
was installed and upgraded. Preliminary work was performed to
convert the RDAF procedures to run on a VAX computer. Work
continued on conversion of IUESIPS routines to the VAX computer.
5.5 FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLIES
Routine maintenance and minor repairs and supplies were procured
for the RDAF through a petty cash fund. All such expenditures
were made with GSFC approval.
5.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF LONG-RANGE PLANS
The RDAF group supported the implementation of new capabilities
and operational and procedural changes developed under the Long-
Range Planning effort (Section 6) as they applied to RDAF
activities.
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SECTION 6 - LONG-RANGE PLANNING ACTIVITIES SUPPORT
CSC provided support to the long-range planning effort of the IUE
Observatory, including the performance of analyses and trade-off
studies and the development and implementation of new
capabilities. This effort encompassed the planning of changes in
response to changing observatory requirements and preparation for
the eventual end of the IUE mission.
6.1 MANAGEMENT
The task leader and technical supervisor established and
implemented formal and informal interface channels and procedures
to ensure efficient and effective working relationships and
overall coordination of efforts relating to the long-range
planning element of the SOW. This included the regular
attendence by the CSC IUE Deputy Project Manager or his
representative at the weekly NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings and
participation by technical personnel in IUE Three-Agency
meetings, ILJE Users' Committee meetings, NASA IUE Long-Range
Planning Working Group meetings, and IUE Three-Agency Long-Range
Planning Committee meetings. Additional reports and meetings
were accommodated on an as-needed basis.
6.2 MISSION DOCUMENTATION PLANNING
Efforts were continued in defining the material needed to fully
document the acquisition and'processing of IUE science data over
the course of the mission. This activity is part of the crucial
effort of creating, collecting, and preserving critical documents
that will be needed by research scientists at the end of the IUE
mission.
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6.3 OPERATIONS AUGMENTATION PLANNING
CSC continued its planning for the implementation of new or
modified IUE operational capabilities as necessitated by changing
spacecraft constraints and operational status in order to
maintain lUE's observing flexibility and efficiency. In
particular, CSC continued to evaluate spacecraft performance and
operational constraints under the two-gyro/Fine Sun Sensor
control system to determine the effects of these factors on the
long-range scheduling of observations.
6.4 RETROACTIVE DATA ENHANCEMENTS PLANNING AND ANALYSES
CSC continued to plan and evaluate various alternatives
associated with the implementation of an IUE image processing
capability on a VAX computer. These efforts included the
definition of an appropriate system architecture based on a
VAX 8300 and the performance of trade-off analyses relating to
the selection of an image-display device and a high-level command
language environment. Operational concepts were developed and
the system was sized so that reprocessing of the IUE data
archives will be possible as well as processing of new or.current
IUE images.
6.5 DATA BASE PRESERVATION AND UTILIZATION
CSC continued to collect information relevant to the
modernization of the IUE archives and enhancement of the data
base contents needed to better document IUE data for its long-
term use.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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SECTION 7 - IUE OBSERVATORY PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CSC IUE Observatory Project Management provided the overall
project control and administration necessary to operate,
coordinate, and monitor the diverse elements of the IUE
Observatory, including both onsite technical activities and
offsite financial management and reporting activities'.
7.1 INTERFACES AND PROCEDURES
Project, management established, implemented, and maintained
interfaces and the procedures governing them in the areas of CSC
interfacing with NASA, CSC interfacing with Guest Observers and
other scientists, CSC interfacing with external agencies and
enterprises as they relate to the project, and CSC internal
interfacing.
7.2 OBSERVATORY STATUS REPORTING PROCEDURES
Project management established and implemented all necessary
reporting procedures and compiled, produced and distributed the
monthly project progress reports. Project management approved
all financial reports issued by CSC in relation to the project,
coordinated the generation of unscheduled (as-needed) reports,
and compiled the contract Final Report. A compilation of
contract highlights taken from the monthly progress report
transmittal letters is contained in Appendix E.
7.3 Participation in Meetings
Project management participated in regularly scheduled and as-
needed formal and informal meetings relating to the project
work. The CSC IUE Deputy Project Manager or his representative
participated in the weekly NASA/CSC IUE Project meetings, and
project management coordinated the participation by technical
personnel in those and other meetings, such as the IUE Three-
Agency meetings and IUE Users' Committee meetings.
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7.4 OVERALL COORDINATION
Project management provided the overall coordination required to
ensure the maintenance of smooth interfaces and efficient working
relationships among the various elements of the CSC IUE Project
by means of biweekly staff meetings and frequent informal
contact.
A compilation of commendations received by CSC IUE project
personnel- is contained in Appendix F.
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SECTION 8 - NEW TECHNOLOGY
There were no reportable items developed under the new technology
clause of this contract.
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APPENDIX A - IUE DATA PRODUCTS SUMMARY
In the following tabular data, summary statistics of IUE image
acquisition and processing are presented as calculated by the
IUEAIMS program ACT. For this compilation, Period 1 is defined
as the date of launch (January 26, 1978) through October 31,
1985. Period 2 covers the period of this contract, November 1,
1985 through November 29, 1986. Total numbers are the sum of
Period 1 and Period 2 and hence are cumulative since launch.
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APPENDIX B - IUE RESEARCH INSTITUTION STATISTICS FROM
PROPOSER DATA BASE
The following tables list all previous and current
institutional sponsors of IUE Principal Investigators. The first
table is arranged in alphabetical order by institution name; the
second table is arranged according to the IUE episode in which the
institution was first involved in a regular IUE research program.
In the second table, the last section lists those institutions which
have been involved in only Project Scientist's Discretionary Time
programs.
Each of the tables presents the following data:
o Institution name
o Number of approved programs belonging to Pis from
the institution. For regular programs, thi,s is
given for each episode. For Project Scientist's
Discretionary Time programs, no differentiation by
episode is made; the total number of such programs
is listed under the heading "OD."
o Total number of approved programs belonging to Pis
from the institution.
Occasionally, an institution's only IUE involvement is via a
scientist who has moved to that institution from another where
he/she was previously an IUE PI. These cases are marked with an
asterisk (*). The specific cases are:
SIXTH EPISODE
J. H. Hecht - from NASA/GSFC to Aerospace Corp.
G. A. Wegner - from Penn. State to Dartmouth College
M. S. Giampapa - from CFA-SAO to NOAO-NSO
B-l
SEVENTH EPISODE
J. B. Holberg - from USC-Arizona to Arizona LPL
F. C. Bruhweiler - from CSC to Catholic University
NINTH EPISODE
W. M. Jackson - from Howard Univ. to UC - Davis
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APPENDIX C - IUE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR STATISTICS
FROM PROPOSER DATA BASE
The following table lists statistics concerning the number of
accepted proposals for all previous and current IUE Principal
Investigators. The table is arranged in alphabetical order by PI
name and presents the following data:
o PI name
o PI home institution (more than one if the PI moved)
o Number of approved programs for the PI (at each
institution). For regular programs, this is given
for each episode. For Project Scientist's
Discretionary Time programs, no differentiation by
episode is made; the total number of such programs is
listed under the heading "OD."
o Total number of approved programs for the PI.
Each PI who has changed institutions has multiple entries which
show the Pi's IUE programs as a function of institution and
episode. Such cases are highlighted by asterisks (*).
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;APPENDIX D - IUE SCIENCE EFFICIENCY
APPENDIX D - IUE SCIENCE EFFICIENCY
Presented herein are plots of the GSFC IUE "observational
efficiency" expressed in terms of the percentage of the available
GSFC IUE time each week actually used to obtain exposures. Each
plotted point represents the sum of the individual GSFC exposure
times for a given week, divided by the total amount of IUE time
available to GSFC for the week (112 hours), and has been smoothed
such that each data point is an average of the previous two weeks,
the current week, and the following two weeks.
The smoothed weekly efficiencies are plotted separately for
each episode. The data for the beginning of the first episode were
influenced, because of the smoothing, by data from the last several
weeks of the Commissioning Period (for which the data are
incomplete). The ninth episode is only complete through November 15
(week 24). The amount of any parallel exposure time (overlapping
exposures of two cameras) is not shown on the plots.
The following factors may affect the accuracy and
interpretation of the statistics:
o There may be missing or incorrect exposure times
in the accounting data base from which the information
has been drawn.
o Multiple exposures may imply an exposure stop time
which was too early.
o True durations of long exposures may not have been
added correctly (the data base contains 999 minutes for
exposures longer than or equal to 1000 minutes)
Note: The lower percentage of use around week 22 of the eighth
episode was caused by the loss of a stabilizing gyro on
the satellite. The'plot shows that normal scientific
usage was quickly regained following implementation of the
two-gyro/Fine Sun Sensor control system.
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APPEHOIX 1 - MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT
TRANSMITTAL LETTERS
APPENDIX E - MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT TRANSMITTAL LETTERS
Contained herein are copies of the transmittal letters which
accompanied the submission of the Monthly Progress Reports for
the contract, beginning with the report for the month of November
1985. These are reproduced in order to present as a unified set
the contract highlights appearing in the letters.
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December 15, 1985
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for November 1985, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
CSC personnel on Task 203 successfully produced high-quality
color slides of graphics directly from the screen of an IBM 3279
color terminal.
In spite of frequent S/C oscillations about the roll axis
triggered by tracking a moving target at a low beta, CSC
expertise on Task 301 made it possible to obtain successful time
critical observations of Comet Halley as part of the
International Halley Watch. The S/C oscillations, combined with
the comet's being faint and a moving target, made it especially
difficult to obtain successful observations.
From daily operations, CSC has found that the S/C oscillations
appear to be triggered less often at low betas if the small
fixed-axis slews which are performed to move the target within
the FES field are done at a rate slower than 10 arcseconds per
second which is the standard slew rate contained in the
procedures. Task 301 personnel are developing workarounds and
changes to the current procedures to lower the slew rates and
thus avoid triggering the S/C oscillations.
Task 401 personnel established a network link between the IUE
Observatories at GSFC and VILSPA. The link allows computer data
sets to be sent directly from one computer to the other and will
greatly facilitate the exchange of data base information,
observing schedules, and other operational data.
OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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TO: O.K. VJest FROM: P.M. Perry
SUBJECT: Monthly Report
DATE: 12/15/85
PAGE: 2
On Task 501 RDAF visitors logged in a record 451 hours this month
narking this as the first month in which more than 400 hours of
visitor log-on time was recorded. During a one-week visit, one
visitor (K. Mason) logged in more than 100 hours. Staff members
developed a batch processing procedure for running IDL procedures
during off-hours, implemented software to make the new LWP high
dispersion inverse sensitivity function available to users,
developed and implemented a new procedure called COMPRESS for
rebinning high dispersion IUE spectra, and completed the updates
to the DIDL testbed software on DR2.
CSC personnel on Task 601 continued a study of hardware options
for a proposed new IDE data processing computer system. The
scope of this system has been expanded from reprocessing the data
archives to include supporting the computing requirements of the
RDAF and supporting the processing of current images. A
preliminary system design for the proposed new hardware
configuration was prepared.
Very truVy yours,
er Sciences Corporation
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
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January 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for December 1985, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
Task 202 personnel presented an informal report to the
Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope PI concerning the feasibility of
upgrading the instrument with CCDs for future missions. The
upgrading appears quite feasible. Several specific areas are
being studied in more detail.
Based on data in the Atlas of Infrared Source Cross-
Identifications , CSC personnel on Task 204 calculated that over
20,000 different iafrared sources had been detected by various
observers through 1983. About 35 percent of these are contained
in two fundamental infrared surveys while the rest were obtained
from the general infrared literature.
On Task 301, CSC developed new low-beta observing procedures
which have dramatically reduced the impact of S/C roll
oscillations on GO programs. While there was a loss of 10.ft
hours of observing time in November due to S/C oscillations,
there were no reports of time lost as a direct result of S/C
oscillations during the current report period.
Task 301 members also continued to support IUE observations of
Comet Halley as part of an internetional-effort. Observations
made this month were highlv successful. A number of quality
spectra were obtained which revealed faint molecular features.
E-4
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TO: O.K. West FROM: P.M. Perry DATE: 1/15/86
SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 2
On Task 501, the task leader traveled to the Dominion
Astrophysical Observatory in Victoria, British Columbia, and the
CU RDAF in Boulder, Colorado. Ideas on data reduction techniques
and plans for future hardware configurations were discussed.
RDAF IDL procedures were also exchanged with the CU RDAF.
CSC personnel prepared a presentation for Task 601 which reviewed
the current computer hardware configurations which support the
RDAF and IUESTPS, assessed the future needs of these systems, and
outlined a proposed new computer facility to meet those needs.
This presentation was delivered twice, once to GSFC IUE Project
personnel and again to GSFC Code 680 personnel.
Very truly yours
Computer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:rord
Enclosure
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February 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract HAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for January 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 101 DMC personnel entered data for ninth-episode
observing and archival proposals in the Proposer Data Base. The
data have been quality checked and updates are made as needed.
Reports usinq the data were prepared for the Project Scientist's
use to select Peer Review panel members.
Despite the hardware problems which have been encountered over
the last few months, CSC personnel on Task 102 continued to
reduce the HCF backlog and this month produced 1297 contact
prints, approximately three times the usual monthly output.
On Task 201 a task member compared two techniques, derived by
VILSPA personnel and A. Holm of CSC, for the correction of LWR
spectra for sensitivity degradation. Both techniques correct the
spectra with an accuracy of 5 percent or better. RDAF and
calibration staff personnel are revising several RDAF programs to
make this correction available for GO use. The ability to
correct LWR spectra for sensitivity degradation is of particular
importance for long-term HJE studies and for programs which
require accurate absolute fluxes.
Twice during the report period, alert task members on Task 301
prevented major losses'of observing time. On one occasion after
beginning the read procedure on a shift-long LWP exposure a
telemetry dropout was seen, within several seconds, the
E-6
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TO: H.K. West FPOM: P.M. Perry DATE: 2/15/86
SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 2
telescope operator was able to halt the procedure before it gave
the final command to begin the read scan. Massive telemetry
dropouts followed from a ground system problem". After the
problem was corrected , the exposure was read down with no loss of
data. On a second occasion while maneuvering to an area of poor
signal where freguent telemetry dropouts were occurring, the
telescope operator was informed that the maneuver was complete
and that he could change telemetry bit rate to stop the telemetry
dropouts. Since changina the telemetry rate during a maneuver
can result in the loss of S/C attitude, the alert task member
waited for complete telemetry confirmation of maneuver completion
before initiating the change of bit rate. Subsequent telemetry
indicated that the S/C was in fact still maneuvering.
In preparation for the ninth IUE episode, personnel on Task'401
used the program REOXREF and the IUEAIMS and IUEPROP data bases
to generate 126 cross-reference texts of proposed targets and
previous IUE observations. The program REOXREF was modified to
run on the NSESCC IBM S/3081 computer instead of the Sigma-9
computer. A total of only 33 minutes of IBM CPU time was needed
to generate the ninth-episode tests. For comparison, over 34
hours of Sigma-9 time were needed last year for the eighth-
episode runs. The change in computers proved beneficial as a
result of improvements in the IBM facility, degradation of the
Sigma-5 and Sigma-9 computers, and the increasing number of
targets to be compared.
On Task 402 a final version of the SIPS routine TCCAL has been
created and tested. Various methods of correcting for DN level
beam-pulling effects have been tried and evaluated. This final
version of the routine produces a significant improvement over
the currently implemented version of TCCAL.
E-7
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SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 3
CSC responded to questions from users regarding RDAF file
formats. Task 501 staff members began investigating file formats
generated by FORTRAN WRITE statements, the ,IDL IUECOPY procedure,
and the PIP utility routine, and investigated the resulting
difficulties when these files are read using various operating
systems. The staff also investigated hardware problems with the
Sleuth call-back authenticators, standards for "4010-emulation"
terminals, and the possibility of running the RDAF software on a
VAX computer.
omputer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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March 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Spc,ce Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the tnonthly Progress Report for February 1986, as
reguired by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 101 DMC personnel updated the Proposer Data Base as
necessary. Reports using the data were prepared as needed for
the ninth-episode proposal Peer Review.
On Task 301 CSC has made possible the scheduling of additional
IUE observations of Comet Halley, the only earth-orbiting
observations available during the period of the Giotto flyby. A
task member revised the March schedule to make possible
observations by several different comet teams on 11 days in
March. This includes observations scheduled to coincide with the
Vega II and Giotto missions and also a time-critical Target of
Opportunity program of a stellar occultation by the comet.
CSC personnel on Task 401 designed and coded the program IMFREO
which uses the Condensed Data Archive usage data base and the
IUEAIMS data base to generate statistics concernino RDAF reguests
of individual images.
Also on Task 401, CSC designed and coded a program which
generates statistics of unigue sources observed by IUE. The
results showed that approximately 10,000 unigue sources have been
observed by IITE.
E-9
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After months of planning, the RDAF staff on Task 501 has finally
acquired an additional TK' 4025A terminal for visitors and local
users. The fourth graphics terminal will help relieve the
terminal-shortage problem which has existed for the past year and
a half.
Very tru
PMPtmrd
Enclosure
Computer Scierices Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
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April 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for March 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 103 CSC was able to provide timely and comprehensive
meeting support for the IUE Peer Review meeting held March 12-14,
1986. Task personnel were able to complete transcription of 292
proposal evaluation forms before the beginning of the last day of
the meeting, allowing panel chairpersons to finish proofreading
the forms before leaving. Task personnel also coordinated the
acguisition, preparation, and distribution of meeting supplies,
handouts, forms, and name tags. Task personnel made arrangements
for four working meals.
On Task 301 CSC continued to support IUE observations of Comet
Halley as part of the International Halley Watch. Careful
observation planning by task personnel, in coordination with the
various GO teams and OCC management, resulted in highly
successful observations of the comet. Following the cancellation
of the Astro-1 mission, IDE's Halley observing schedule was
expanded to provide the only earth-orbiting simultaneous
observations during the historic Vega II and Giotto encounters.
Time-critical observations during an occultation of a bright star
by the comet were also obtained.
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CSC personnel on Task 401 recommended that the present system of
maintaining the IUE mailing list data base on the NfiESCC IBM
S/3081 be retained. This recommendation was based on a
comparison of the present system with the automated facility in
the GSFC mailroom.
On Task 403-CSC implemented software to compute the heliocentric
light-travel time correction and write it into the scale factor
record of the spectral data files.
RDAF staff members participated in key meetings on Task 501 this
month which involved major enhancements to the RDAF, including
access to the SPAN network and thereby the CU RDAF, access to the
IUE spectra stored on the IBM mass-store device via a high speed
datalink, and the eventual center-wide conversion to the ROLM
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) system. In addition, two major
reports were completed this month dealing with the status and
needs of the RDAF.
Very tru
Computer Sci-ences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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May 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention:
Subject:
Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for April 1986, as
reguired by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 201 CSC has planned and is proceeding with the analysis
reauired for the new LWR absolute calibration. Substantial
progress has been made in studying the relative responses of
optimally trailed and large-aperture point-source spectra. Extra
effort has been given to this work so that it can proceed in a
timely fashion. In addition, tapes containing the new LWP ITF
and absolute calibration data have been shipped to VILSPA so that
the VILSPA staff may proceed with their analysis on the LWP
absolute calibration.
On Task 301 CSC supported successful observations of the Earth
and Comet Halley during the report period. Careful planning and
real-time decisions by task members helped ensure quality data
for these difficult observations of moving targets with IDE. The
data from the earth observations will be used in the calibration
of the Hubble Space Telescope. The comet observations are part
of a continuing program to provide an extended baseline of
observations to complement the data obtained by the Vega II and
Giotto spacecraft.
E-13
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Task 401 personnel, in conjunction with Long-Range Planning
personnel, began detailed design reguirements analyses for the
archival image processing effort and the Integrated Scheduling
System.
On Task 403, despite an unusually large amount of downtime CSC
processed essentially all current images and accumulated only a
minimal backlog in the Image Processing Center.
Task 501 staff members, working with LASP personnel, solved the
last remaining problem with the new version of IDL, known as
DIDL, by improving execution time by up to a factor of three.
The new method used to install DIDL, along with the updated
IDL.HLP file, IDL Users Guide, and the RDAF Tutorial, will make
possible the implementation of DIDL at the GSFC RDAF.
Very trii'ly yours
' ''
Computer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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June 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for May 1986, as required
by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that a
glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 201, CSC analyzed LWP and LWR spectra of the fundamental
calibration standard Eta UMa which were obtained using the new
fast trailing technique. The repeatability of the fast trails
was found to be 3 to 5 percent, which is comparable to the
repeatability of point source and trailed spectra obtained at
lower speeds. The derived flux levels for the fast trails were
typically too high by 14 percent for the LWP and 5 to 15 percent
for the LWR spectra. A total of 28 successful fast trails has
been obtained with the two-gyro system. It was found that a
second-order function of the trail rate accurately predicts the
distance required to back the S/C up before starting the trail
slew. This polynomial fit will be used to modify the trail
procedure to greatly improve the reliability of the fast trails.
Responding quickly to a target-of-opportunity request to observe
a bright supernova in outburst in a nearby galaxy, Task 301
personnel assisted a GO in obtaining a series of IDE
observations as the outburst evolved. The resultant spectra are
evidently the earliest ultraviolet spectra ever obained in a
supernova outburst cycle, and unusual spectral features were seen
by the GO.
On Task 403, evaluation by CSC of the spectral format shift
corrections currently performed for the LWR camera indicate the
existing time correlation coefficients do not follow the current
temporal trend. Updated coefficients would provide improved
correction for the format shifts of recent images.
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After more than a year of testing, development, and
documentation, the double precision version of IDL was
implemented under Task 501 at the GSFC RDAF. Although staff
members discovered some minor errors with the new version, which
were easily corrected, the entire implementation of both the IDL
task and the new RDAF procedure libraries was completed in just a
few hours. The implementation of the new version of IDL along
with the new IDL procedure libraries represents one of the most
significant software development efforts ever completed by the
RDAF staff.
Task 601 personnel met weekly with the ATR to review the
development of the new image processing system. Functional and
operational requirements were discussed and new interfaces with
the OCC were specified.
Very trul
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
Cqmputer Sciences Corporation
/
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
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July 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for June 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 301, CSC avoided considerable loss of observing time by
asking a GO to reconsider his target identification. From the
short length of the slew and S/C telemetry, the task member felt
that the GO's initial target identification was suspect. The GO
found that he had made an error. The correct target was acquired
and time loss was avoided.
Also, on two occasions task members on Task 301 prevented a major
loss of attitude when the S/C was unintentionally tracking an
earth light. These situations arose when power failures at WPS
interrupted telemetry and command support for several hours
during long exposures. During the WPS down time the earth moved
very close to the telescope pointing. When the on-board guidance
system began tracking on scattered earthlight instead of the
guide star, the S/C attitude reference was lost. CSC coordinated
with the IUEOCC after telemetry support resumed and used
available gyro data to quickly recover attitude and resume normal
operations.
A current low dispersion image on Task 403 in which the spectrum
was contaminated by a system hit on the original image, and
missing minor frames on the history replayed version, was
reconstructed on the Sigma 9 using the program INSECT. This is
the first time such a procedure has been used in IDE production
processing.
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SUBJECT: Monthly Report. PAGE: 2
Besides assisting a record numbers of users (23), staff members
on Task 501 were able to close 7 user problem reports, implement
10 procedures in the experimental library and began the software
conversion work required to move the RDAF libraries to a VAX
computer.
/
Very tfuly yours,
/
Cqitiguter Sciences Corporation
. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMPrmrd
Enclosure
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August 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center ;
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for July 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 201, a task member re-analyzed spectra of the standard
star Eta UMa which were obtained using the new fast trailing
technique. The Bohlin (1986) SWP and LWR calibrations and the
revised LWR sensitivity degradation correction algorithm, derived
by VILSPA personnel, were used to reduce the spectra. The LWR
fluxes are accurate to about ±3 percent and are more linear than
the previous analysis had indicated. The SWP fluxes remain
consistent with the actual Eta UMa fluxes. The LWP fluxes are
still too high by about 11 percent, which may be due to an error
in the LWP absolute calibration scale. Several other GO studies
also indicate a similar LWP flux scale error.
Task 301 personnel, in cooperation with the cognizant PI,
developed an innovative technique to obtain phase-resolved
trailed spectra of an x-ray binary system. Trailed exposures
beginning at specified intervals of 282 seconds were superimposed
to provide complete coverage of variations over the x-ray pulse
period.
On Task 401, CSC rapidly generated statistics for IUE
observational efficiency comparing the first half of 1985 with
the first half of 1986 (before and after the 1985 gyro failure),
the total number of exposures and durations for each IUE camera
and dispersion,- and the number of IUE spectra taken per object
class. .
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TO: D. K. West FROM: P. M. Perry DATE: 08/15/85
SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 2
Task 401 management and other IUE Observatory personnel met with
NSSDC management. Discussions included the monitoring of
production and request backlogs, contact personnel for the new
NSSDC contractor, and planning for future data storage
techniques.
Staff members supported a record number of seven remote RDAF
users this month and completed a large amount of the VAX software
conversion work on Task 501. In addition, significant progress
was made in addressing outstanding user problem reports and high
priority software development work.
Task 601 personnel met weekly with the ATR to review the
development of the new image processing system. The nearly
completed IUE Advanced Spectral Image Processing System (ASIPS)
Requirements Analysis document was reviewed with the ATR.
Very truly yours,
Computer Sciences Corporation
^eter M. Perry
feet Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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September 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for August 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 201, CSC analyzed the relative responses of trailed and
large-aperture point-source spectra. The derived trail fluxes
are generally higher than the point-source fluxes, and the
relative response is a strong function of wavelength. The
wavelength dependence of the response function is similar for
each of the nine calibration stars; however, each response
function can vary about ±5 percent from star to star. Knowledge
of the relative responses of the large-aperture poinb-source and
trailed spectra is needed for the derivation of the new LWR
absolute calibration.
Task 301 personnel participated in the planning and execution of
a successful Delta-V station-keeping maneuver. CSC recovered
attitude and resumed normal operations within 50 minutes of
receiving command of the S/C after the burn.
Task 301 personnel also worked to minimize observing time lost
during the eighteenth IUE shadow season which began during the
report period. A new mode of attitude control, which uses less
power and which required daily attitude recovery, was necessary
during most of this shadow season. A technique was devised that
allowed an efficient attitude recovery within 5 to 30 minutes
after receiving command of the S/C.
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On Task 401, CSC personnel completed testing and peer review for
the new IUEAIMS program VLAIMS, which will read the new VILSPA
data bank, reformat the data, and update the IUEAIMS VILSPA data
base.
Staff members supported a record number of 23 RDAF users this
month on Task 501. Special assistance was provided on the LASP
VAX for a user who needed to perform quick-look analysis of his
data during his observing run when the POP computer was down due
to disk drive problems. Staff members, working with LASP
personnel, were able to recover almost all of the disk files on
the malfunctioning disk drive. A record number of 11 CDA
requests were filled.
On Task 601, CSC arranged for a presentation of the Gould 8500
image processing system. This was the last of a series of
workstation demonstrations to evaluate potential replacements for
the EDS. The Gould was subsequently chosen from among the
various candidate image processing display systems.
Very truly/yours,
Comjftyter Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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October 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract MAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for September 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 101, nearly 350 Tenth-Episode IDE Proposal Instruction
Packages were prepared and mailed. Each package included the
proposal instruction booklet, microfiche of the Merged Observing
Log, and Observation Specification sheets.
Also on Task 101, the Annual Merged Log was completed and
distributed. Microfiche masters of the log were generated by the
GSFC Computer Services Branch (Code 254) and quality checked by
task personnel. The microfiche copies were produced and quality
checked for distribution through the NASA IDE Newsletter and the
Tenth-Episode Proposal Instruction Package.
Task 204 personnel delivered final tapes containing the Infrared
Source Cross-Index to the Government Printing Office.
CSC personnel on Task 301 assisted a GO in obtaining the first
IUE spectrum of Comet Wilson, a comet which may become brighter
than the recent Comet Halley. The spectrum appeared somewhat
different from those of earlier comets observed by IUE at similar
distances from the sun. The timing of the read was carefully
chosen by task members to avoid possible data loss in the midst
of thunderstorm-related telemetry dropouts at the WPS tracking
station and a declared S/C emergency.
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SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 2
Also on Task 301, CSC provided both critical staff (a telescope
operator for each VILSLPA shift) and comprehensive plans for all
aspects of 24-hour-a-day science operations when ESA IUE
operations were conducted from GSFC during September 15-22. The
VILSPA command antenna was undergoing major repairs during this
period. The repair work is not yet completed even though VILSPA
has resumed operational support of its shift. CSC personnel
remain on standby to support science operations during
the daily ESA shift period if required.
The International Ultraviolet Explorer Advanced Image Processing
System Requirements Specification document was completed by Task
401 personnel and submitted to CSC's Technical Publications
Office for duplication and binding. Final copies were delivered
to the ATR and other interested parties.
On Task 601, CSC efforts resulted in several optional control
modes being retained in the initial design of the one-gyro/FSS
attitude control system. These modes use various combinations of
the FES, FSS and gyro sensor data. Small improvements in control
system performance which might be realized may significantly
increase the science operations capabilities of such a system.
Very truly y^urs,
Computer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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November 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for October 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 101, the first shipment of photowrite negatives for
VILSPA images was delivered to NSSDC this month. This shipment
comprised film sheets for 4246 LWR and SWP images.
Task 103 personnel provided comprehensive support for the IUE
Users' Committee Meeting held October 24, 1986. Task personnel
collected reports and distributed them to Users' Committee
members and local participants prior to and during the meeting.
On Task 201, the new SWP ITF has been created. One major
enhancement of the new ITF compared to the current ITF is the use
of 12, instead of 11, exposure levels. This should help to
improve the linearity of images processed with the new ITF,
especially at higher DN levels. Task personnel are formulating
plans for quality checks and analysis of the signal-to-noise
characteristics, reproducibility, and linearity of the new SWP
ITF.
In cooperation with VILSPA, Task 301 personnel successfully
obtained an 816-minute small-aperture collaborative exposure, in
spite of the occurrence of an FES reference-point-shift
anomaly. Periodic measurements between exposure segments were
made by task members to determine the effective reference
point.. The anomaly has been known to last for up to 24 hours
after the cycling of the aperture shutter mechanism.
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SUBJECT: Monthly Report PAGE: 2
On Task 501, CSC added six procedures to the experimental library
this month including new routines NOREAD and GWREAD and new
versions of ANNOTATE, FEATURE, NORM, and NUNRED. In addition,
staff members finished the preliminary modifications to the VAX
procedure libraries and completed testing of one of the three
accounts.
Very t/£y/iy yours,
f.
omputer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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December 15, 1986
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attention: Dr. Donald K. West
Code 684.1
Building 21, Room G-61C
Subject: Contract NAS 5-28787
Dear Dr. West:
Enclosed is the monthly Progress Report for November 1986, as
required by the terms of the subject contract. Please note that
a glossary of acronyms is included for your convenience.
I would like to bring several task highlights to your attention.
On Task 102, CSC corrected several photowrite problems in a
timely manner to minimize delays in production. Evening and
weekend shifts were also scheduled to prevent photowrite backlogs
from increasing due to the hardware problems.
On Task 201, a task member analyzed over 175 data points to map
the S-shaped distortion across the field of view of the FES. In
order to place a target in the aperture when using the one-
gyro/FSS control system, it will be necessary to accurately
position a guide star in the FES field. If not taken into
account, the geometric distortion can cause a target to be
miscentered or miss an aperture altogether. A preliminary
program has been written which predicts the corrected guide star
position for a desired observation based on the position of the
guide star for a previous IUE observation. In general, the
predicted guide -star position has been quite accurate provided
the guide star is within about 5 to 6 arcminutes of the center of
the FES.
Task 301 personnel contacted VILSPA on the IUESOC emergency phone
and relayed both IUESOC and IUEOCC handover information when
NASCOM was unable to provide an operations line to VILSPA at the
scheduled time. All OD and VILSPA control voice communications
were relayed by task members, allowing S/C handover to take place
on time. CSC continued to support operations and relay voice
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communications until NASCOM provided a normal operations line
some 45 minutes later. During the change-over last summer to the
ROLM phone system at GSFC, CSC had requested retention of a
separate C&P system phone line for emergency communications with
VILSPA.
Computer Sciences Corporation
Dr. Peter M. Perry
Project Manager
PMP:mrd
Enclosure
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APPENDIX F - COMMENDATION LETTERS
Reproduced herein are letters of commendation received by
CSC IUE Observatory staff members during the contract period, in
chronological order. Also included are a sample of IUE Data
Analysis Facility Questionnaires, filled out by users, which
commend the CSC staff.
F-l
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt. Maryland
20771
NASA
Reply lo Ann of
1986 March 20
Mr. Clint Frum
Vice President for Service Programs
Computer Sciences Corporation
4600 Powder Mill Road
Beltsville, MD 20705
Dear Mr. Frum:
I would like to congratulate the outstanding performance of the Computer Sciences
Corporation personnel who supported the recent peer-review activities of the
International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) ninth year guest observer proposals.
Drs. George Sonneborn and Cathy Imhoff led in the challenging task of proposal
feasibility evaluation, working closely with Drs. Ron Pitts and Nancy Evans and
assisted by Drs. Nancy Oliversen, Mike Crenshaw, Chris Shrader and Carol Grady.
A number of peer-review panelists spoke very highly of the technical ability and
Dedication of the Resident Astronomers in performing the feasibility study.
Dr. Cathy Imhoff coordinated the logistic support for the peer-review panelists.
Karen Levay efficiently arranged accommodations for the panelists. Corrie
Etchison conscientiously handled the receipt, cataloguing and distribution of all
proposals. Dot Appleman, Barbara Ehlers, Stacey Hammer and Mona Drexler
rendered, working late hours, expert and timely typing support so that the
panelists would be able to proof-read their review comments before their
departure on the final day. Marion Schmitz expeditiously transmitted the
information on NASA-ESA collaborative proposals to Villafranca Ground Station.
I wish to note that Drs. Chi-Chao Wu, Al Holm and Tom Ake, who are currently
assigned to the Space Telescope Science Institute, served as expert panelists,
which is a recognition of their standing among their scientific peers.
A number of panelists made a point of telling me how well the meeting was run and
how capably they were supported. They thought that the latest peer-review was
the best-organized and best-run of all the past meetings. I agree
whole-heartedly. The success owes a great to the CSC personnel, who supported
the activities, and to Drs. Peter Perry and Barry Turnrose, and Dawn Stone, who
provided an enlightened management that made it possible.
Very cordially,
Kondo
IUE Project Scientist
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Dtpvtnttnt of Physic*
« v ., ~ a 21 •1986Dr. Yoji Kondo
IDE Project Scientist
Code 68k
HASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Dear Dr. Kondo:
I vas very happy to serve as chairman of the IUE reviev panel this year on
the interstellar medium. I have served in the past as a member of reviev
panels hut the experience in serving as a chairman vas unique.
I vould like to congradulate you and the rest of IUE staff for organizing
a very smooth, efficient and productive reviev process. My perception is
that through the years this process has been getting better-and this is
a compliment because I am convinced that the IUE reviev process vas always
one of the best in astronomy, from the very beginning of the existence of the
IUE program. The members of my panel and myself vould like to express our
thanks to the RA's for having done a superb Job in their comments on feasibility
studies of the targets. Even though the panel did not alvays agree vith the
comments made, these comments vere very useful in our reviewing process.
We found the IUE staff eager to help and I must say that the entire process
vas Joyful, in spite the hard vork ve had to put into it.
One area that my panel felt needed some clarification vas the vay some
of the archival proposals vere presented. We felt that some uniformity
is needed in the vay the proposals are vritten, particularly since ve vill
be seeing a proportionally greater percentage of archival proposals in the
future. Perhaps prospective proposers should be asked to do some preliminary
archival vork and include it vith their archival proposals to show that their
proposed research is feasible (i.e. enough useful data exist) and that they are
serious enough to have already done some vork. Moreover, if there are any gaps
in data for specific targets, they could propose to observe these targets in separate
regular proposals. Also, since the archival proposals are not competing for
time but only for money, they may have to be treated in a different vay, e.g.
provide a different grading process for such proposals so that only archival
proposals compete vith each other. Ve found the archival proposals submitted
to our panel vere veil prepared but this may reflect the vork that had to be
done to prepare themf If you decide to make specific suggestions to archival
proposers, these should be mailed out to IUE users veil in advance of the next
deadline. I vill be happy to be of further use on these suggestions.
Having served in the review process and being an IUE user myself, I have to say
that the IUE project is one of the most successful and best-run NASA projects.
I vould only hope that future projects (like the HST) learn from the IUE project.
Sincerely, yours',1 / «0ur comments for archival proposals are general,
T^ TPS*. not necessarily particular to our panel.
""
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
20771
Repiy ic Ann ot 683
September 24, 1986
Ms. Dawn Stone
Computer Science Corporation
NASA/GSFC
Code 684.9
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Dear Ms. Stone:
The GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER (GRS) Project has been preparing the
documentation for the GRS Instrument Accommidation Review on 29-30
September 1986. Successful completion of this view constitutes formal
acceptance of ovir instument onboard the Mars Observer Mission. As you
might expect, as the deadline approached the work looked overwelming. I
wanted you to know that one of your employees made things happen at times
when even I questioned whether we could do it at all. Ms. Corrie Etchison
was absolutly essencial to the GRS Project making a major milestone.
Sincerely yours,
Samuel Floyd
Laboratory for Astronomy
and Solar Physics
F-4
University of
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Behlen Laboratory of Physics
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Physics and Astronomy
November 28, 1986
Dr. Yoji Kondo
Goddaro Space Flight Center
NASA Code 685
Greenbelt, MD 20771
Dear Yoji :
I like to inform you that in both my trips to Goddard to
utilize the IUE archive data I have had excellent help from the
CSC staff. This is a note of appreciation to you and the Staff.
In my May trip, Dr. Carol Grady and Mr. Keith Feggans
initiated me in the art of IUE softwares. Keith was extremely
kind in baby-sitting me through the entire process without him I
would be probably at a lost. Dr. Grady guided me through the
scientific awareness and the pitfalls in using the data. Her
knowledge in Be stars and space astronomy is inpressive. It was
great to have such a knowlegeable staff to educate old folk like
me.
In my November trip, the fact that Dr. Li was able to work
with the Goddard facility which tells me that you and Mr. Randy
Thompson must be spent a considerable amount of paperwork in
getting him there. For this alone I am greatly indebted. Ms
Rosalie Ewald was equally good nature in helping- Dr. Li through
the computing system and the softwares involved. I am sure Li
would have much to thank her for in getting his work done.
goes without saying that Dr. Carol Grady was extremely kind
helping us with the science. She should be teaching at
It
in
a
University (Unfortunately, they don't pay a living wage!).
Personally, my interaction with Dr. Cathy Imhoff was very
profitable. She went beyond the call of duty in volunteering to
look up additional * information for me as well as educating me
about the UV spectra of pre-main sequence objects. The similarity
of the shell lines between her stars and ours are phenomemal . I
have much to learn. The CSC staff as a whole made my work at
Goddar very enjoyable.
Again, thank you very much for everything and hope to see
soon.
Yours sincerely,
Kam-Ching Leung
Professor of Physics & Astronomy
xc
University of Nebraska-Lincoln University of Nebraska at Omaha
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IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name /^^ <V> £-. Z) „ L-rtt*^  ^ ^^ ^  Date
7 _
Affiliation (^JA7^
IUE Program ~~_
How many times have you made use of the facility? ^/ //
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? A' o
How many hours were scheduled? _
How many hours did you actually use? -^ _ '
How many spectra did you reduce? _ r
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)?
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
C XG. S-^t^g ./"A" C f~r r-~~ -/.-—7- f' X'Ari*t<• *-*-- /7 ~>
Were you successful (if not, why not?)
(Continued on the back)
F-6
page 2
•
Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) 3~~f ^ y- -f- K"-/>? j-r-
-t — -
"7 7 t
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, 1/0 services,
equipment, etc.)
_
/
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: 1UE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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.1
Name fm ^ce A. CrZ-rdc, L-O-. Date // /
Affiliation /_ f ! 'J A(* ,.^rr. /.kf LJo
IUE Program (L l/ /+ PC _
How many times have you made use of the facility? ^Z x i' r> <&(.
,^
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? y c- S
How many hours were scheduled? ? _ (ivc cc-^Un 't ri^t
,- k«Atvr«
How many hours did you actually use? ^40 _ KcL
How many spectra did you reduce? biily.^ f bv'll<c>->S
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)?
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
J A C i . V \ v i Cv\ T C'^\Q g^
T
U't e^f.
Were you successful (if not, why not?)
-f^-t—
'
r~ixr\->-N. Cc<-.Nt^( (iy"c-HM . L-^'^ <?ct.
 tvM^fU 0-^0^ QL
(Continued on the back)
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) Pg^ * (• V-^ s^ >^. UJ.a
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, I/O services,
equipment, etc.) (^i/^t, U/uJr S"C<?.-vx s r>gg</ &x **-/.? t
T j
'
J
 '
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
.1
Name / 7 9 / f A o g . / Stj'kc Date I//2 ?/f f
T
Affiliation A/O /9 ^
IUE Program Y. Q H W\ J
2How many times have you made use of the facility?
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? i £*~*
How many hours were scheduled? .3
How many hours did you actually use?
How many spectra did you. reduce?
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)?
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
J ) e (•' c. i - L / f 0**i>. <t i>
Were you successful (if not, why not?) /-
(Continued on the back)
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) / •?J . _
Please give your suggestions for Improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, 1/0 services,
equipment, etc.) // ^f6U fFc k 0 1\
< j /> a cJ-/*^ o '
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name T. CJl'lUcJC Date \JtC- 6
Affiliation SSL
 }
IUE Program
How many times have you made use of the facility?
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? y •*
x?
How many hours were scheduled?
How many hours did you actually use? 7_
How many spectra did you reduce? <x>
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)? /£ S
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
•
x
 ^
 v l
 -"
 M
 ' :sW'^ Q^j^d- }
U\(
O
v^s*
c^Ab
3
TTc
rctcV
-C'
(Continued on the back)
u
5>/(\) .rohcg\ srifr^o^ <r( H.^ . 0^1'- c^Wv^ d dfcL 6'os ,
n ~~ ~~^ ~~
Were you successful (if not, why not?) L ^ tS£ < 0^ (\AJLS <U.-^CC
iKc ; STiJLek^^^ <g-"G ^C'-SU
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) ftjO -- QnaiKLr &V)S<jr<Jtt-W
t.
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, 1/0 services,
equipment, etc.) J- Y^Gv^. IVt SuS C j L c K ' c - v n ^ k,^ I ^  O ^ V^-^M/^ V
V
IS » 'TW
Please return this form directly to the data analysis, assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685/.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name £W«£«^ ^AI^:^ «_ Date p9 <,. // / 9 X S
/ ~?
Affiliation Ll^X,. &-f M ." JL ,x « a ^.
IUE Program E a r t C y v ? - r i ^ ^ f ge.Ux
How many times have you made use of the facility? 6
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? /e.
How many hours were scheduled? Q
How many hours did you actually use? / "2
How many spectra did you reduce? V
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)? ye. 5
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
_ LT > 7 trc- *-T cg.rT i v^Cd l / -? . /.>•>«- <Xi^J C tw~r<
f L«. ^ r e ^.-i t. M.T f A(^ -^ t KKc^ty^. tfl\>Tf.
Were you successful (if not, why not?)
(Continued on the back)
F-14
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) /J o
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, 1/0 services,
equipment, etc.) _/^<_/ //-/•;^ .r A^ J r&ff
—f
/\ ffi f
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
F-15
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IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Huib Henrichs 31 March 1986
Name Date
Affiliation JILA' Univ" of c°lorad° '
IUE Program MLHPC and OSHCG
How many times have you made use of the facility? 2 times before
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? yes
How many hours were scheduled? 8 days
How many hours did you actually use? 8 davs
55 HIRESHow many spectra did you reduce?
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)? yes
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
I wanted to reduce all the HIRES spectra which were taken the day
before in order to make a decision on how to optimize the observing
strategy for the next shifts, including the VTT,SPA shifts.
My program has as its prime purpose to establish the (short) timescales
involved with stellar wind variability. The followed approach was essential,
Were you successful (if not, why not?)
Due to the excellent cooperation of everyone involved, I was indeed
able to finish all my reduction (usually 9 HIRES images) before the US2
shift on the next day .started. The mission was extremely successful.
(Continued on the back)
F-16
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?)
No
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, I/O services,
equipment, etc.)
The only (relatively small) time I lost was because I did not know
that the ABE editor could not be used with one of the Tektronix terminals,
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt. Maryland
20771
IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
.1
Name CT W. Ll COO^T Date 5/2*/*l
Affiliation [>ll\/. (Vd^QKlA
IUE Program VLHTL
How many times have you made use of the facility?
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run? [J
How many hours were scheduled? .
3 1
_,
 rf__ „ *irS
How many spectra did you reduce? J—
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)? ^J 0
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
Wi ' f J //•<•/' 'i ~/§
CoJlL crrF
'71 Q"e ' —fw
y (Were you successful (if not, why not?) / f"5 >
(Continued on the back) ^__
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
M/f br -f/v'sapproximately when and for how long?)
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, I/O services,
equipment, etc.)
crf le
i/Sh( *n'y
T J}
^gf j'tfVv (Ttf-
'Jfaj^
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IDE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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Nations'Aeronaut'csand
Space Administration
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbeli. Maryland
20771
IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
.1
Name H1C tf/fc£ S>#AzA Date
Affiliation O/ ^C~-J-
IUE Program 7*AZf fi/O\S/& I **
How many times have you made use of the facility?
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run?
How many hours were scheduled?
How many hours did you actually use? /_
How many spectra did you reduce? «^
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)?
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
Were you successful (if not, why not?)
(Continued on the back)
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?) ffOT~
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, I/O services,
equipment, etc.) /f
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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National Aeronautics and
Space Administration .
Goddard Space Flight Center ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Greenbelt. Maryland
 Qp
IUE DATA ANALYSIS FACILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
Name in c- Date O
Affiliation 3'^ A, lUi\\j :J ( frl.drv d^l i;
IUE Program • M A 1 ?C , M I ( 0^
^ ^
How many times have you made use of the facility?
On this visit,
Did you combine it with an observing run?
How many hours were scheduled? ^ A^
v/
How many hours did you actually use? ~v> 6 f-u/rs p^T C\f^\
How many spectra did you reduce? ^ o 0 H { R 6 S ^ t) 'u.1-^ '-. (i.v-£,Ht
Did you use the facility at night (non-supervised hours)? -
What were the main things you wished to accomplish in this visit?
^O look , (fir Hu: accf>wvx<:l. ^t
"
Were you successful (if not, why not?) V L'v *A > u C U? S i-u t \
0 -: "
, u
(Continued on the back)
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Are you planning a return visit to complete your reductions (if so,
approximately when and for how long?)
Please give your suggestions for improvements (scheduling, layout of the
facility, software development, manuals, assistance, I/O services,
equipment, etc.)
Please return this form directly to the data analysis assistant or by
mail to: IUE Observatory/RDAF, Code 685.9, Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, MD 20771
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